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Learn the Hidden Meanings of the Special Numbers in Your Life!Are you fascinated by numbers?
Do you feel their special meanings? Would you like to understand the practical magic of
numerology?When you read Numerology: Uncover Your Destiny with Numbersâ€”Details about
Your Character, Life Direction, Relationships, Finances, Motivations, and Talents!, youâ€™ll
discover amazing insights into your personal, professional, and spiritual lives!Read this book for
FREE on Kindle Unlimited â€“ Download Now!What can this book do for you?This powerful book
explains the exacting and insightful practice of numerology in ways everyone can understand. It
includes exciting and interesting techniques for studying the many aspects of your life - and your
future!Birth Path and Destiny Numbers that Reveal Your CharacterLife Path Numbers to Know Your
Direction in LifeCompatability Numbers for Better RelationshipsMoney Numbers to Revolutionize
Your FinancesMotivation Numbers for Kindling Your Inner StrengthPassion Numbers for Unlocking
Your Hidden Talentsand many more!Remember - You donâ€™t need a Kindle device to read this
book - Just download a FREE Kindle Reader for your computer, tablet, or smartphone!How does
Numerology work? How can you develop this skill?Numerology begins with birthdays, but becomes
so much more - All of the special numbers in our lives have something to teach us. In this
fascinating book, youâ€™ll discover the special meanings of the various numbers, as well as charts
and diagrams to help you make sense of the complex and powerful secrets hidden in the numbers
that define your life. Donâ€™t wait another minute! Order your copy of Numerology right away and
gain a new perspective on your life!Youâ€™ll be so happy you studied this ancient art!
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As interesting as these things seem, as I read through it, I could just figure out a logical explanation
for it. Most of these things are not very accurate in the explanation it gives to life and why we are the
way we are. It does not explain a lot of things.I had hoped some how that Numerology gives place
for changes. That is to say that these things are not constant and an individual may turn out
differently depending on the path they choose to follow or on the environment they grow up or what
they learned when they are young or how they have been treated from their tender age. If there is
room for these modifications to human behavior in Numerology, this book has not mentioned
it.Perhaps I got the wrong book, that is why I gave it 4 stars because in the end, it did what it was
intended for; which is to show the reader how to calculate their path or whatever it is and know what
it means.But to be honest, I feel like it is not accurate and there is room for a lot of errors in the
explanation.It was indeed a good book and I got to learn how these things are calculated and what
the very specific number mean in different situations in Numerology.

Unique and interesting book to read concerning numbers that make up our characteristics and life
destiny. I counted my birthday pathnumber and their meanings. I had fun reading the topics in this
book. It seems unbelievable but also interesting. I also learned aboutmoney numbers and how to
have financial stability and advised to avoid loving luxury too much. Additional idea is the motivation
numbers. There are numbers assigned who have a joyful spirit, conscientious spirit, the
entrepreneurial spirit and so on.

Learning what numbers mean is fun and interesting! This book had given me better understanding
how what numerology really means and how could I use it on my own advantage. I have uncovered
my destiny in terms of the numbers which had been mention in here. It is not a bad luck to believe
what this book is saying for I found it nice.

Any naysayer or perhaps an agnostic person will dismiss this book as a bunch of rubbish. Even I

thought it was ridiculous on how a bunch of numbers can make predictions, provide answers to
mysterious and somehow give insights on things the same way a zodiac chart would. The book
scratches the surface on numerology by talking about what it means to be born on a specific day
until it gets a little bit more complicated by throwing some math into the mix. The math is pretty
basic like simple addition but it is amazing how these equations lead to certain interpretations. It still
sounds ridiculous but the book also has charts and infographics to back things up. It is that extra
level of polish that makes the book convincing. Like the author really wanted me to be convinced
that numerology is a subject worth paying attention to and I think he succeeded. It's an interesting
book.

The book provides a brief explanation on what could be our possible strengths and weaknesses,
how we can achieve a positive outlook in life, the possible ways to gain good health and a great
abundance of wealth. I must admit that I purchased this book set to discover when is the right time
to get married. With the amazing knowledge in this insightful book, youâ€™ll find out whatâ€™s in
store for you in the near and far future. With the enjoyable divination practice of numerology,
youâ€™ll discover how to fulfill your life goals!Chat Conversation End

It was a very interesting and intriguing book. Read this with an open mind. There is a formula on
finding your life path number to know about your life direction. It also has a chart on what your
number says about relationships and compatibility. I did the calculations for myself and my family
and it was accurate. It is spot on for so many things in life. They were accurate to me. They speak to
me. I got to learn more about my finances, motivation, and talents. Amazing content in terms of
depth and accuracy.It was very engaging that kept my interest on this book from beginning to end.
This book will intrigue you to explore further.If you are a beginner of numerology, this will help you
learn about it. It will guide you in the right direction on how to use the information to help yourself
and your life.

It says here I am a dynamic person, extremely friendly and a deep thinker. I am also a family
oriented person which is true. It also says I have good luck when it comes to finances. This book is
a good source of motivation for success and for anyone who wants to know what their birth number
means and aside from that if there would be any negative feedback then it gives you the reason to
be more cautious. Honestly I don't really believe in luck but this book can be a very good guide
towards success and what you aim in life. After reading this book I feel more positive with myself

and what I can do as it determines what kind of a person I am which I rarely hear from anyone.

I am very new to the concept of Numerology and my little brother has become obsessed with it the
last few months so I decided to know more about it. I really learned a lot about this subject from it,
such as how to determine personality number and what does it mean. This book is very informative.
I wasnâ€™t aware that there is such special meaning behind those various numbers. It gives some
very interesting and spot on information to offer another perspective on your relationships, and your
overall journey. Thanks to the author.
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